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The Florida Forest Service (FFS) hosted a field trip on Seminole State Forest (SSF), Lake County on 

October 21, 2015, attended by 38 people.  The forest currently has about 6,000 acres of scrub, scrubby 

flatwoods, ‘recovering’ scrub, and ‘scrub-hill’ on approximately 27,200 acres, scattered in large and 

small patches, and frequently intersecting with private scrub acreage in various conditions of 

restoration.  This, plus the vagaries of funding, wildfire, state-imposed requirements, and weather, 

makes managing and maintaining SSFs scrub for the Florida Scrub-Jay (FLSJ) population– and other scrub 

endemics – challenging.  Nevertheless, with good planning, patience, luck, and the seizing of 

opportunities, effective long-term management of the scrub and its species has been and will continue 

to be done effectively.  On this tour we stopped at a series of locations that demonstrate the scrub 

conditions, circumstances, and actions taken which have resulted in a more-or-less stable FLSJ 

population on the forest. 

Stop 1 – The Red Oak Fire:  On May 7th, 2007 a wildfire started at the western end of the Royal Trails 

community.  Spreading west and South west, it burned nearly 850 acres before it was contained.  Of 

that, ~437 acres were scrub-type habitats, and 210 of that were on SSF.  The scrub-jay population 

increased from 1 to 30 birds because of fire and additional treatments. The goal for this site is to have 

fully restored longleaf and sandhill communities. 

Traveling from stop 1 to 2 there is an increase in elevation and decrease in vegetation height. 

Stop 2 – Red Oak Fire Salvage Logging: After the Red Oak fire, all of the sand pine killed in the scrub was 

salvage logged, adding to the reduction of overgrown scrub sections; some private areas were logged, 

too.  They reach out to neighboring private land owner to coordinate management and timber sales and 

encourage complementary management. The forest has to produce revenue, and logging connected 

two previously unconnected patches of scrub. Sometimes they use patchy burns. Also aim for 60-70% of 

scrub to be in good condition for scrub-jays so that they are not displaced. They leave some snags, even 

when salvage logging. 

Stop 3 – Red Oak Fire Opportunistic Logging:  After the Red Oak fire, FFS logged 136 additional acres of 

scrub to enhance the value of the area to FLSJ recruitment and reproduction.  This area was mature 

sand pine. Sold timber by tacking it onto the salvage logging occurring in the neighboring parcel. 

Stop 4 – Ground Hog’s Day Tornado:  On February 2nd, 2007 a category 3 tornado ripped through SSF, 

leveling about 60 acres of scrub.  This was fortuitous for the FLSJs and demonstrated the value of habitat 

connectivity. 

Stop 5 – County Scrub Mulching and Crooked Wood: In the Summer of 2012, ~60 acres of scrub were 

mulched by Lake County, who owned the property at that time.  Currently being transferred to SSF, this 

property now has two FLSJ territories.  North, east, and west of here, 160 acres of mature sand pine on 

SSF are currently having its crooked wood (rusty lyonia) harvested; afterwards, the scrub will be logged 

and burned.   

Stop 6 – Gopher Tortoise Relocation Logging, Land Purchase, and Third Oak Reduction: The Baragona 

parcel scrub, to the south, was logged in late 2007 by a private land owner to make it suitable as a 

gopher tortoise relocation site.  Now it is owned by SSF. The area has tall oaks with a bahia understory. 



 

 

Chopping the oaks between knee and hip height makes them shrubbier; when cut at knee height, the 

regeneration of the oaks produces viable FLSJ habitat in two years instead of the four years it would take 

if taken down to ground level by fire, chopping, etc. The oaks seem to be killing or outcompeting the 

bahia grass (Moisture competition? Allelopathy?) . 

Stop 7 – First and Second Oak Reductions: The first (150 yards to the NNE) and second (adjacent, to the 

E and S) oak reduction treatments and their results vis-à-vis the FLSJs and scrub recovery will be seen 

and discussed.  

Extra Stop 8 – Opportunistic Logging and Management Grants: Delays Slows Us Down:  The chopping 

activity on 500+ acres of the 800+ acres of the Sulphur Island scrub will be seen. SSF leaves some tall 

pines along trails for recreational reasons (shade, painted trail-marker tree, aesthetics), but not to the 

extent that doing so would degrade the overall functioning of the habitat for FLSJs. 

  



 

 

 

Figure 1. Participants gather at the first stop on the tour. Photo by Angela Tringali. 

 

 

Figure 2 False foxglove is blooming. Photo by Angela Tringali. 



 

 

 

Figure 3 Recovery after the 2007 Red Oak wildfire (Stop 1). Photo by Angela Tringali. 

 

 

Figure 4 Lakeside lunch spot. Photo by Angela Tringali. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 5 The right side of the photo shows what the left side looked like before treatment (Stop 5). Photo by Angela Tringali. 

 

 

Figure 6. Recently burned scrub (Stop 6). Photo by Angela Tringali. 



 

 

 

Figure 7 Example of area with oaks above bahia understory (Stop 6). Photo by Joe Bishop. 



 

 

 

Figure 8 Stop 7. Photo by Angela Tringali. 

 

 

Figure 9 Recently completed chopping and opportunistic logging (Stop 8). Photo by Angela Tringali. 


